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C33 Throw over hide (Bag Hide) Light
Designed and developed by Kevin for his own wildlife photography. Will cover you, your camera, tripod and seat. Ideal
for bird and wildlife photography out in the field in all conditions where you don't want to be seen by the wildlife.
QUICK AND EASY TO USE, JUST THROW IT OVER YOURSELF. NO POLES OR PEGS TO WORRY ABOUT.
One opening window with insect and scrim net. You can also put your head through the window and use the hide as a
cape.
Large opening at front for lens with velcro adjustment. The throw over hide (bag hide) can also be used like an old
victorian camera. Drape it over your tripod, then pull over your head and shoulders for more cover.
Available in lightweight material (not proofed). Rolls up to fit in camera bag or rucksack.

.

Light Weight . (not proofed)

All Purpose

755g

Hardwoods Green

490g

Australian Camouflage

675g

The Throw over hides (bag hides) are available in two weights. C33M medium weight and C33L lightweight. Both throw
over hides (bag hides) are the same size see diagram for sizes. The C33M medium weight is made from a proofed and
breathable poly cotton material. The C33L is made from a lightweight breathable but not proofed material. If you're
travelling light or in a warm country I would recommend the lightweight throw over hide (bag hide) C33L. If you want to
use the throw over hide in a range of conditions including possible showers then I would recommend the C33M medium
weight.

The C33L lightweight throw over hide (bag hide) is available in Hardwoods green pattern - similar to advantage but a bit
greener or Australian Camouflage. I would recommend the hardwoods green pattern as an all round pattern for most
conditions - woods, hedges or heathland.
Our throw over hides (bag hides) can be used in different ways as an all over hide/cover for you, your camera, chair and
tripod or you can use the throw over hide (bag hide) just over the camera, tripod, head and shoulders to break up you
shape and outline, just like the old Victorian camera. By having the throw over hide (bag hide) just over the camera and
tripod it works well as a screen to hide your shape especially if there is other cover around you.

C33 THROW OVER HIDE (BAG HIDE) MEASURMENTS - BOTH WEIGHTS ARE THE
SAME SIZE. OUR BAG HIDE DESIGN IS SHAPED TO GIVE EXTRA ROOM AT THE
BACK TO ALLOW A CHAIR TO BE USED.
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